
 

Dear Delegates, 

 

It is a pleasure to welcome you to the 2021 West Texas A&M Model United Nations 

Conference! 

 

The following pages are designed to guide you in the research of the topics that will be debated 

in our committees for the 2021 session. Please note this guide only provides the basis for your 

investigation. It is your responsibility to find as much information necessary on the topics and 

how they relate to the country you represent. Such information should help you write your 

Position Paper, where you need to cite the references in the text and finally list all references in 

the Modern Language Association (MLA) format. 

 

The more information and understanding you acquire on the topics, the more you will be 

able to influence the Resolution writing process through debates, formal and informal caucuses, 

and the WTMUNC experience as a whole. Please feel free to contact us if and when you face 

challenges in your research or formatting your Position Papers. We encourage you to learn all 

you can about your two topics first and then study your country with regard to the selected 

topics. Please remember that all committee members need to be well versed and ready to debate 

both the listed topics. 

 

Enjoy researching and writing your Position Papers. 

We look forward to seeing you at the Conference! 

WTMUNC Secretariat Team 

cmacaulay@wtamu.edu  

mailto:cmacaulay@wtamu.edu


United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) 

The United Nations Human Rights Council is among the newer organs of the United Nations, 

founded only in 2006. 

The United Nations Human Rights Council (HRC) is comprised of 47 member states of the UN, 

elected by the General Assembly to specifically address issues related to the promotion and 

protection of Human Rights across the globe. The organization meets regularly in Geneva. 

The HRC meets throughout the year, and discusses both ongoing issues of human rights as well 

as crises as they arise. As a smaller body, it is better able to quickly react to issues of importance 

throughout the globe, while still being representative of the global community. 

Among the Human Rights Council’s most important functions is its regular assessment of 

Human Rights for each individual UN member state, which occurs every 4.5 years. This 

comprehensive review makes strong recommendations for how each nation can improve its 

human rights situation, and ranges from issues of free speech or press to imprisonment and 

treatment of political prisoners.  

Among the actions available to the Human Rights Council are special investigators or special 

rapporteurs, whose function is to act with UN mandate to investigate and expose human rights 

abuses in the member states. This can include conducting investigations, fact-finding missions, 

advocacy, public awareness, or technical cooperation with states or oppressed peoples.  

States acting outside of accordance with the UN charter can then face recommendations of 

sanctions by the HRC, to be referred to the UN Security Council or General Assembly for further 

action. 

The HRC has faced criticism for participation by states with less than stellar human rights 

records, and an increasing amount of effort has been spent to increase awareness and education 

on human rights throughout the globe. 



Topic Background

 

The Uighurs (or Uyghurs) are a Turkic ethnic group who primarily inhabit the Chinese 

autonomous province of Xinjiang. The vast majority of Uighurs are Muslim, having converted 

by the 11th century. The Uighurs are understood to be the native population of the region, but 

have been ruled by Chinese and various other empires for millennia. The Uighur were 

historically semi-nomadic, forming temporary settlements around oasis towns and settlements 

throughout the region and Central Asia. 

Since the reestablishment of Chinese rule under the communists in 1949, the Chinese 

government has taken a stronger stance in fighting Uighur separatism, as well as attempting to 

reduce the influence of Islam in Uighur society and culture. Many Uighur separatist groups 

consider the presence of the Chinese government as an “occupation,” while China asserts 

historical claims, noting the rule of the Qing and other historical Chinese empires in the region as 

far back as the Han Dynasty. 

The past few decades have seen the Chinese government assert considerably more control in the 

region, prompted by and encouraging further reaction from the local population, often in the 

form of terrorism. Uighurs and associated human rights groups have dubbed these efforts an 

attempted genocide, alleging that it is part of an effort of “Sinicization,” with the goal of securing 

an ethnic Han Chinese majority in the region. Allegations include forced sterilization, detention, 

and other abuses, most of which are difficult to verify given China’s control over local access 

and media. Uighurs make up approximately 45% of the population, compared to 40% Han 

Chinese (with another 10% or so other minority groups such as Kazakhs. This reflects a 

significant change from the 1950’s, when approximately 75% of the population was of Uighur 

ethnicity. 

The People’s Republic of China denies allegations of abuse and detention, noting the importance 

of security concerns and desire to avoid separatism among the population. China has accused the 

United States and other Western powers of a concerted propaganda campaign and anti-Chinese 

bias, as well as pointing out the hypocrisy of support for other nations that face similar 

allegations. 

  



Past International Action

 
 

The situation in Xinjiang has only recently received considerable international attention, and as 

such has not been addressed thoroughly by the international community. Complicating factors is 

China’s central role in the dispute – its use of the veto in the UNSC, as well as its strong global 

influence, has made many countries reluctant to pursue harsher action. 

In 2019, 22 nations at the UN Human Rights Council condemned China’s mass detention of the 

Uighurs, and Muslim populations more generally. These countries included major powers such 

as Japan, the UK, France, and Germany.  

The same action was met with an international coalition defending China, signed primarily by 

China’s allies in Africa and the Middle East, as well as Russia and other ideologically allied 

countries such as Venezuela and Cuba. 

The United Nations further asked for access to the region in 2020, but was denied. Following 

this, more countries joined the coalition criticizing China, increasing the total number to 39 and 

including the United States. The number of nations defending China similarly rose. 

No sanctions or harsher measures on China have been imposed on the international level, though 

some nations such as the United States have targeted sanctions directly at companies or 

individuals with business dealings in the region.  



Possible Solutions

 

The situation in Xinjiang is one rife with misinformation, and impeded by China’s desire for 

national sovereignty. The UN Human Rights Council faces a difficult task, as the issue has 

become politicized by both China and its opponents, making an objective assessment of the 

situation extremely difficult. 

Basic factfinding missions remain an important first step, but must contend with and conform 

with China’s rights to national sovereignty. These missions can also include the cooperation of 

neighboring nations and the diaspora community. Both present clear obstacles – the Chinese 

government has strong incentive to provide information exonerating it of any abuses, and 

international groups will disproportionately be comprised of those with grievances against the 

Chinese government. 

 

Harsher actions against the Chinese government are yet more complicated, as they threaten 

Chinese sovereignty as well as risk the strong trading and political relationships built by Beijing 

over the last half century. If justified, targeted sanctions, shaming, and exposure of the worst 

abuses may pressure China to reign in any abuses, should they be found. 

 

Complicating matters is China’s claim that the region remains a hotbed of terrorism and Islamic 

radicalization, which China claims both the right and the obligation to eradicate. Having already 

suffered a number of terrorist attacks, and found evidence of Al Qaeda and other radical groups 

in the region, China likely will seek cooperation from the international community in balancing 

any efforts at human rights with security concerns. 

 

Guiding Questions 

 

• What are the limits of sovereignty when human rights abuses are occurring? 

• How can factfinding missions be conducted in an environment of strong media control? 

• Do countries opposed to China have their own agenda in pursuing harsher actions against 

China? 

• What rights do minority groups have when internal migration threatens their local ethnic 

control over a region? 

• What can, or should, the HRC recommend as action to curtail human rights abuses? 

• How should security concerns be balanced against human rights concerns? 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Resources: 

Letters defending and criticizing China: 

https://thediplomat.com/2019/07/which-countries-are-for-or-against-chinas-xinjiang-policies/ 

https://www.axios.com/un-statement-china-uighurs-xinjiang-6b29dbf5-b93c-4c70-bd4c-

333e1c23471f.html  
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